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Brownian transport of self-propelled overdamped microswimmers (like Janus particles) in a

two-dimensional periodically compartmentalized channel is numerically investigated for different

compartment geometries, boundary collisional dynamics, and particle rotational diffusion. The resulting

time-correlated active Brownian motion is subject to rectification in the presence of spatial asymmetry.

We prove that ratcheting of Janus particles can be orders of magnitude stronger than for ordinary thermal

potential ratchets and thus experimentally accessible. In particular, autonomous pumping of a large

mixture of passive particles can be induced by just adding a small fraction of Janus particles.
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Rectification of Brownian motion has been the focus of a
concerted effort, both conceptual [1] and technological [2],
aimed at establishing net particle transport on a periodic
substrate in the absence of external biases. To this purpose
two basic ingredients are required (Pierre Curie’s conjec-
ture): a spatial asymmetry of the substrate and a time
correlation of the (nonequilibrium) fluctuations, random
or deterministic, applied to the diffusing particles. Each
particle is assumed to interact with the substrate via an
appropriate periodic potential, also called ratchet potential.
Typically, demonstrations of the ratchet effect had recourse
to external unbiased time-dependent drives (rocked and
pulsated ratchets); rectification induced by time-correlated,
or colored, fluctuations (thermal ratchets) seems to be of no
practical use, despite its conceptual interest.

Brownian diffusion in a narrow, corrugated channel can
also be rectified according to Curie’s conjecture. The con-
stituents of a mixture of repelling particles in a periodically
modulated channel, are pressed against the channel walls
so that their dynamics becomes sensitive to any asymmetry
of the channel compartments (collective geometric
ratchet). Subjected to an ac drive oriented along the chan-
nel axis, the mixture drifts in the easy-flow direction,
where the average compartment corrugation is the less
steep [3], although with much lower efficiency than in
ordinary ratchet potentials. Such a collective ratchet
mechanism has been experimentally observed for ac drives
and relatively high particle densities [4,5], whereas the net
current apparently vanishes at low densities [3]. A simple
kinetic equation argument [6,7] suggests that rectification
of mixtures of repelling particles, or even single particles,
in an asymmetric channel can also be induced by time-
correlated thermal fluctuations, like in thermal ratchets.
However, being thermal ratchets weak in general and
(low-density) collective geometric ratchets less performing
than potential ratchets, demonstration of such an effect

seems beyond reach. On the other hand, rectification of
Brownian diffusion by an internal energy source, like the
nonequilibrium fluctuations invoked to power thermal
ratchets, is very appealing: The diffusing particles would
harvest kinetic energy directly from their environment,
without requiring any externally applied field (though
unbiased), and transport would ensue as an autonomous
symmetry-directed particle flow.
To enhance rectification of time correlated diffusion in a

modulated channel with zero drives, we propose to use
a special type of diffusive tracers, namely of active, or
self-propelled, Brownian particles. Self-propulsion is the
ability of most living organisms to move, in the absence of
external drives, thanks to an ‘‘engine’’ of their own [8].
Self-propulsion of micro- and nanoparticles (artificial
microswimmers) poses a challenge with respect to their
unusual nonequilibrium diffusion properties as well as
their applications to nanotechnology [9]. Recently, a new
type of microswimmers has been synthesized, where self-
propulsion takes advantage of the local gradients that
asymmetric particles can generate in the presence of an
external energy source (self-phoretic effect). Such parti-
cles, called Janus particles [10], consist of two distinct
‘‘faces,’’ only one of which is chemically or physically
active. Such two-faced objects can induce either concen-
tration gradients, by catalyzing some chemical reaction
on their active surface [11,12], or thermal gradients,
by inhomogeneous light absorption (self-thermophoresis)
[13,14] or magnetic excitation (magnetically induced
self-thermophoresis [15]). Moreover, experiments demon-
strated the ability of Janus microswimmers to perform
guided motions through periodic arrays [14] and separate
colloidal mixtures, due to their selective interaction with
the constituents of the mixture [16].
An active microswimmer gets a continuous push from

the environment, which in the overdamped regime (inertia
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effects are generally neglected) corresponds to a self-
propulsion velocity v0 with constant modulus v0 and
direction randomly varying in time with rate ��1

� . In a

two-dimensional (2D) boundless suspension, the position
rðtÞ ¼ ðxðtÞ; yðtÞÞ of the microswimmer diffuses according
to Fürth’s law

h�rðtÞ2i¼4ðD0þv2
0��=4Þtþðv2

0�
2
�=2Þðe�2t=�� �1Þ; (1)

where �rðtÞ ¼ rðtÞ � rð0Þ and D0 is the translational dif-
fusion constant of a passive particle of the same geometry
at a fixed temperature. The mechanisms responsible for
translational and rotational diffusion are not necessarily the
same [12,17] and therefore D0, v0, and �� can be treated
as independent model parameters. The diffusion law of
Eq. (1) is due to the combined action of two statistically
independent 2D Gaussian noise sources [18], a delta-
correlated thermal noise, �0ðtÞ and a colored effective
propulsion noise, �cðtÞ, with correlation functions
h�0;iðtÞi ¼ 0, h�c;iðtÞi ¼ 0, h�0;iðtÞ�0;jð0Þi ¼ 2D0�ij�ðtÞ,
and h�c;iðtÞ�c;jð0Þi ¼ 2ðDc=��Þ�ije

�2jtj=�� , with i, j ¼ x,

y and Dc ¼ v2
0��=4. Correspondingly, the microswimmer

mean self-propulsion path is l� ¼ v0��.
When confined to a constrained geometry, like a

channel, with compartment size smaller than the self-
propulsion length, l�, the microswimmer undergoes mul-
tiple collisions with the walls and the confining geometry
comes into play (Knudsen diffusion [19]). Contrary to
standard thermal ratchets in asymmetric potentials [20],
where the strength of the colored noise is kept constant,
hereDc grows linearly with �� [i.e., the variance of �cðtÞ is
set to v2

0]. As a consequence, increasing �� not only makes

geometric rectification effective even in the case of a single
particle, but also enhances the power dissipated to fuel
its self-propulsion. As a result, rectification in active
Brownian ratchets can be so much stronger than in ordi-
nary thermal ratchets that direct observation becomes
possible. For instance, our simulations show that even
a small fraction of interacting microswimmers suffices
to drag along a large mixture of passive particles
(autonomous pumping).

Autonomous Janus ratchets.—The rectification of a
Janus particle in a 2D asymmetric channel was simulated
by numerically integrating the Langevin equations [18],
_x ¼ v0 cos�þ �0;xðtÞ, _y ¼ v0 sin�þ �0;yðtÞ, _� ¼ ��ðtÞ,
where �0;xðtÞ and �0;yðtÞ have been defined above and

��ðtÞ is an additional 1D Gaussian noise with h��ðtÞi ¼ 0
and h��ðtÞ��ð0Þi ¼ 2D��ðtÞ, modeling the fluctuations
of the self-propulsion angle �, measured, say, with
respect to the positive channel easy-flow direction.

As hcos�ðtÞ cos�ð0Þi ¼ hsin�ðtÞ sin�ð0Þi ¼ ð1=2Þe�jtj=D� ,
it follows immediately that, in the notation of Eq. (1),
v0 cos� and v0 sin� play the role of �c;xðtÞ and �c;yðtÞ,
respectively, with �� ¼ 2=D�. The channel compartments
were taken triangular in shape, with length xL, width yL
and pore size � [see inset in Fig. 1(a)]. Throughout our

simulations we kept the compartment aspect ratio r ¼
xL=yL constant with r ¼ 1, and, by rescaling x ! x=�
and y ! y=�, we conveniently set xL ¼ yL ¼ 1.
Analogously, we rescaled t ! v0t=�, so as to work with
a constant self-propulsion velocity, v0 ¼ 1. In summary,
the output of our integration code only depends on two
rescaled noise intensities, D0=�v0 and �D�=v0 (or, equiv-
alently, v0��=�Þ, and one geometric parameter �=yL.
The collisional dynamics of a Janus particle at the

boundaries was modeled as follows. The translational
velocity _r is elastically reflected, whereas for the coordi-
nate � we considered two possibilities. (i) Frictionless
collisions, � unchanged. The microswimmer slides along
the walls for an average time of the order of ��, until the
noise ��ðtÞ redirects it toward the center of the compart-
ment. The inset in Fig. 1(a) clearly shows the accumulation
of the stationary particle probability density Pðx; yÞ along
the boundaries. (ii) Rotation induced by a tangential
friction, � randomized. This causes the particle to diffuse
away from the boundary, which in general weakens the

FIG. 1 (color online). Rectification of a single pointlike Janus
particle with self-propulsion speed v0 in a triangular channel
with compartment size xL ¼ yL ¼ 1: (a) average velocity �v vs
�� for channel pore size � ¼ 0:1, different D0 and sliding
(closed symbols), or randomized bc (open symbols). A dashed
line with slope 1 is drawn for the reader’s convenience. Inset:
(logarithmic) contour plot of the stationary probability density
Pðx; yÞ in a channel compartment; (b) average �v vs � for
different D0, sliding bc, and �� ¼ 300.
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rectification effect [see Fig. 1(a)]. Note that in the case
of elastic boundary reflection of both _r and v0, the
microswimmer motion would amount to an ordinary equi-
librium Brownian diffusion with finite damping constant,
� ¼ 2=�� [21], and rectification would be suppressed.

In Fig. 1 we report our results for the rectification
current, �v � h _xi (in units of v0), of a pointlike Janus
particle in a triangular channel with fixed compartment
dimensions and varying ��, panel (a), and �, panel (b). In
panel (a) the pore size was set to � ¼ 0:1 and several
curves �v versus �� were computed for different D0, i.e.,
at different temperatures, and sliding boundary conditions
(bc, filled symbols). At large ��, microswimmer diffusion
is of the Knudsen type and rectification is dominated by
self-propulsion; all curves �vð��Þ increase monotonically
with �� until they level off [the weak D0 dependence of
such asymptotes is shown in Fig. 1(b)]. Most importantly,
we obtained ratios �v=v0 in excess of 20%, which means
that here the rectification power is orders of magnitude
larger than for single-particle thermal ratchets in an asym-
metric potential [2]. Moreover, the simulation parameter
values adopted here, in rescaled units, are consistent with
the corresponding values reported in the experimental
literature, see, e.g., Table 1 of Ref. [14], hence, the possi-
bility of a direct demonstration of this striking effect.

For the sake of a comparison in panel (a) we also report
two curves �vð��Þ obtained by imposing � randomization at
the boundaries (empty symbols). As expected �v=v0

decreases as the persistency of the particle self-propulsion
is suppressed by its collisions against the walls. The ther-
mal fluctuations �0ðtÞ further suppress rectification as they
induce more wall collisions and, thus, stronger � random-
ization at the boundaries. In other words, randomized b.c.
tend to statistically couple thermal fluctuations and random
self-propulsion mechanism. Finally, we notice that the
curves �vð��Þ at low �� shift upwards on raising the thermal
noise level D0. This effect becomes apparent for l� < xL,
that is, for �� smaller than the average time a self-propelled
particle takes to exit a compartment. Under such circum-
stances, thermal noise assists the rectification process.
Moreover, on taking the long-time limit of the diffusion
law in Eq. (1), h�rðtÞ2i ¼ 4ðD0 þDcÞt, we see that at
even smaller self-propulsion lengths, l� < 4D0=v0, self-
propulsion can be neglected with respect to thermal
fluctuations.

Panel (b) of Fig. 1 illustrates the dependence of �v on the
pore size for increasingD0 at large �� and sliding bc. Here
the rectification power is suppressed by the thermal fluc-
tuations and is the highest for large �. The first trend is
opposite to that observed for low ��: now �0ðtÞ helps the
Janus particle bypass the compartment corners, when v0
pushes it in the negative direction [see inset of panel (a)].
Therefore, the diode-funneling effect exerted by the trian-
gular compartments can be either enhanced or weakened
by delta-correlated fluctuations, depending on the regime

of self-propulsion. The second trend might sound counter-
intuitive, were not that for larger� and fixed yL the sides of
the channel grow shorter and the particle takes less time
to slide along them and through the exit pore. On the
other hand, the backward flow with negative velocity is
blocked mostly at the compartment corners, regardless of
the actual pore size. The moderate � dependence reported
in Fig. 1(b) indicates that our numerical analysis can be
safely extended to Janus swimmers of finite radius.
Finally, in view of practical applications, we tested the

robustness of Janus particle rectification in channels with
variable degrees of asymmetry. In Fig. 2 we varied the
channel geometry by symmetrically shifting the compart-
ment corners by a fixed amount x0 2 ½0; 0:5Þ (see inset).
Moreover, we also enlarged the compartments by a scaling
factor �, so as to accommodate for a variety of experimen-
tal set-ups. One immediately sees that the rectification
power decreases by only a factor 2 for x0 up to 0.2
and is insensitive to � as long as l� > �xL. For much larger
�, the particle spends most of its time away from the
(asymmetric) compartment walls and �v drops inversely
proportional to �. Indeed, the rescaled intensity of �0ðtÞ,
D0=�v0, is suppressed with respect to the rescaled propul-
sion noise intensity, Dc ¼ �D�=v0, which means that for
� ! 1, � �v=v0 tends to a constant, that is, �v / ��1 [see
curves for D0 ¼ 0 in Fig. 1(a)].
Janus particles as autonomous pumps.—The remarkable

robustness of the rectification mechanism investigated here
lends itself to practical applications. Let us consider a
binary mixture consisting of Nm Janus microswimmers
with large l� (active particles) and Np non-self-propelling

objects (passive particles). For simplicity, both species
are represented by soft interacting disks of radius r0 and
repulsive force of modulus Fi;j ¼ kð2r0 � rijÞ if rij < 2r0

FIG. 2 (color online). Rectification of single Janus particle
with v0 ¼ 1 in asymmetric channels with different geometries.
A typical compartment is sketched in the inset: xL, yL, and � are
as in Fig. 1(a), i.e., � ¼ 1, but the corners are shifted by x0. The
compartment dimensions have then be rescaled by a magnifica-
tion factor �. Main panel: average velocity �v versus � for
�� ¼ 300, sliding bc and different x0. A dashed line with slope
�1 is drawn for the reader’s convenience.
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and Fi;j ¼ 0 otherwise (Fij and rij denote, respectively, the

pair force and distance) [18]. Other potentials have also
been tested with qualitatively similar results, namely,
(i) active microswimmers are capable of rectifying their
motion even through a crowd of passive particles, i.e.,
for packing fractions � ¼ 2�r20Nt=xLyL in excess of 1

(particles of either species overlap in average by a length
l0 ¼ v0=k and can even pass each other); and, (ii) due to
their finite size and repulsive interaction with all mixture
constituents, even a low fraction of Janus microswimmers
suffices to set the entire mixture in motion (autonomous
pumping).

Autonomous pumping of a binary mixture of Nt ¼
Nm þ Np soft disks was simulated under simplifying

assumptions: (i) In the bulk, the microswimmer orientation
randomly changes at time intervals �� with � uniformly
distributed in ½0; 2�Þ, which is equivalent to setting D� ¼
�2=6��; (ii) collisions with the walls only take place when
the center of the disks hit the boundary, disks are not
elastically repelled by the walls [see inset of Fig. 3(c)];
(iii) zero thermal fluctuations, D0 ¼ 0, randomized bc
(i.e., � diffusion is stronger close to the walls than in the
bulk) were assumed for the active microswimmer dynam-
ics in order to demonstrate the pumping effect under the
least favorable conditions. Under sliding bc pumping is
appreciably stronger (not shown).

Our simulation results are reported in Fig. 3. A few
general properties, largely independent of the model
details, are discussed here. First, the mixture drifts in the
easy-flow (positive) direction, the average velocities of the
active and passive particles being, respectively, �vm and �vp.

In particular, the rectification power, �vp=v0, is no smaller

than reported for potential ratchets [2]. Second, for any
given choice of the model parameters, there exists an
optimalNt where the pumping is the strongest. This defines
an optimal pumping active fraction, typically with
Nm=Nt < 0:1. Third, pumping is clearly fueled by active
microswimmers as proven by �vp dropping for l� & xL
[panel (a)] and surging with increasing the interaction
constant, k [panel (d)], or the fraction of active particles
(not shown). For harder disks, optimal pumping occurs at
larger �� because a Janus disk takes more time (and a
longer random path) to cross a compartment crowded
with more strongly repelling disks. As for the case of
Fig. 1(b), the pore size � is clearly less important as a
control parameter than �� and k [panel (d)]. Finally, we
notice that for dense mixtures, �� 1, the microswimmer
velocity �vm can reverse sign. This effect was anticipated
for binary mixtures on a ratchet [22]: passive particles
accumulate preferably on the right-hand side of the pore,
where the cross section is the largest; passive particle thus
act upon the diluted Janus microswimmers as an asymmet-
ric repulsive potential barrier, which can supersede the
funneling action of the compartment walls, hence, the
Janus current inversion at high Nt.

To conclude, we stress that the autonomous rectification
and pumping effects discussed here apply to biological and
artificial swimmers regardless of their propulsion mecha-
nism, and not only to especially fabricated Janus particles.
For instance, the autonomous robots of Ref. [23] are laser
driven with propulsion speed v0 and about 10 	m across,
which means that their translational diffusion is negligible.
The diffusion of their propulsion orientation is due to the
scattering by spatial disorder, that is, �� � l=v0, where l
is a disorder correlation length. In cellular systems,
propulsion of macrobiomolecules can be fueled by the
‘‘power-stroke’’associated with the hydrolysis of ATP in
suspension. In that case, v0 � �r=��, where �r is the net
displacement produced by a single power-stroke and ��1

�

FIG. 3 (color online). Rectification of a binary mixture made
of Nm ¼ 4 Janus particles with self-propulsion speed v0,
D0 ¼ 0, and Np ¼ Nt � Nm passive particles. All particles are

modeled as elastically repelling soft disks of radius r0 ¼ 0:05;
channel compartments are triangular with dimensions xL ¼
yL ¼ 1. In the inset, active and passive particles are represented
by (blue) closed and (red) open circles, respectively. Panels (a)
and (b) show average rectification velocity (a) of passive, �vp and

(b) active particles, �vm, versus Nt for � ¼ 0:1 and different
interaction constant, k [see legend in (b)]. (c) �vp vs Nt for

� ¼ 0:1 and different ��; (d) �vp vs �� for Nt ¼ 72 and different

� and k. Note that l0 ¼ v0=k is a measure of the disk overlap, so
that ��k ¼ l=l0.
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coincides with the ATP hydrolyzation rate in the vicinity of
the biomolecule [19].
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